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Friends, allies – This is a plea for support for Bude Pride, launching August Bank Holiday weekend.

We are an NfP organisation of local LGBTQ+ individuals and community allies, whose focus is to help 
promote identity and diversity throughout Bude and the surrounding areas. Our aim is to encourage 
acceptance and tolerance and to bring everyone together in a celebration of visibility and equality.

So here’s where you step in. We’re reaching out to local businesses and individuals like you
who can get involved in our �rst (of many) Pride events here in Bude. There are lots of ways
you can support us, but right now to make this happen, we’re looking for �nancial sponsor-
ship. Hosting this event in a safe, fun and community-inclusive way comes at a cost. Thanks
to the generosity of Sekoya Specialist Employment Services, we have secured funds to start
the ball rolling, but to ensure the event takes place in the way the community deserves,
we need your help.  

By getting involved with us you are bringing the community of Bude together, to celebrate each other. 
Without you, this event won’t be as fabulous. It’s vital on so many levels for the whole community that 
Bude Pride 2021 goes ahead. We’re o�ering a tier support package system we think you’ll love:

THE ALAN TURING PACKAGE£50

    •   A declaration of solidarity with the LGBTQ+ community and Bude as a whole
    •   A bespoke ALLY of Bude Pride Plaque (PTO for more info)
    •   Unique Bude Pride bunting to display in your business premises – A visual declaration of unity and a 
        message of inclusivity, which, when viewed as a whole, will join each shop in Bude together as one
    •   The gratitude of those whom you’ve helped live authentic lives. Aligning with the future and positivity

THE MARSHA P JOHNSON PACKAGE£250+

    •   Alignment of your brand within a progressive event for our community; championing the direction in which 
        society is heading
    •   Contribution to the event programme and logistics (PTO for more info)
    •   Social media coverage; affiliation and cross-promotion with other charities and organisations aligning with
        Bude Pride
    •   A shout-out during the event from the hosts

THE FREDDIE MERCURY PACKAGE£500+

    •   Inclusion on the Bude Pride Tab on Cornwall Pride’s website, which has thousands of unique visitors a month
    •   Your logo in priority placement on all prominent banners around the stage area
    •   Your logo in priority placement on the event posters (time restrictions apply)
    •   Your logo in priority placement on all prominent banners in the bar
    •   Multiple social media posts; affiliation & cross-promotion with other organisations aligning with Bude Pride
    •   Multiple shout-outs during the event from the entertainment hosts 
    •   A premium bespoke ALLY of Bude Pride Plaque (PTO for more info)
    •   Two tickets to our exclusive Bude Pride After Party

All of the above plus:

All of the above plus:



With thanks to the support of Bude Town Council & Cornwall Pride and special thanks to our main sponsor, Sekoya.

What you can expect from Bude Pride

All of the above plus:
    •   Live Music  •   Drag   •   Raffle and prizes   •   Safe space, joyful celebration that brings our diverse community
        together as equals   •   Pop-up Bar   •   Shine Market with food and local makers and shakers   •   Collaborative
        art projects   •   Exclusive After Party   •   Yoga workshops   •   Mental health sign posting

Here are some of the things your contribution will cover

    •   Security   •   Elton John tribute act   •   Marquee + flooring   •   Portaloos   •   Sound system hire   •   Drag
    •   Event management   •   Entertainment hosts   •   Marquee + flooring   •   Acoustic solo   •   Acoustic duo
    •   Lady Gaga tribute act   •   Liability insurance   •   Town-wide bunting installation   •   Any additional funds
        will be invested back into the community – See manifesto for details   •   Launch of Bude Pride Ally Scheme

Something else in mind? If you would like to discuss a more bespoke package to suit your organisation 
type, and in combination with something unique you could bring to our event, please get in touch. 

Disclosure: We ask you, although it’s very exciting, to please respect that many elements of this celebra-
tion are being kept under wraps at this stage and will be revealed to the community in due course. 

In the event of cancellation due to Covid: Not only are we praying to the Sun Gods for good weather, 
we’re also praying to all 19 of the Covid fairies to give Bude a free pass from now on! Should things turn 
South, all sponsors will have the choice to receive a refund or to remain a contributer to our work 
beyond the event.  

Please, please support this event.  We have the backing of the Bude & Stratton Town Council as well as 
the amazing folk at Cornwall Pride. Can we count on you too? With love,

In the future

    •   A continued presence for the LGBTQ+ community   •   Support for local schools to improve their LGBTQ+ 
        inclusivity   •   Continued support for local schools to improve inclusivity & awareness around race, ability, 
        and mental health   •   A presence and support at, and for, local events; with local organisations and local
        charities   •   Continuing to educate the community on the importance of inclusion   •   Collaboration with
        local not-for-profit organisations   •   Furthering support for locals and ensuring accessibility & safety for all

Bude Pride Ally Scheme

'Ally' is a term used for someone who, whether LGBTQ+ themselves or not, is against all forms of 
prejudice. We are launching a scheme where local shops and businesses can be an ally to those in 
need – Providing temporary shelter and a safe place, until contact can be made with professional 
help or friends can reached. 

Each participating business will be able to display a window plaque stating 'ALLY of Bude Pride'. 
Whether it be someone experiencing unwanted attention, a child that feels unsafe, someone 
receiving racial or homophobic slurs, threats of violence, or someone experiencing a heightened 
mental health episode. 

Those in need stating “I need an Ally” will alert the shop that there is someone seeking help. The 
shop can then o�er them a cup of tea, call someone for them (this could include the Police) and 
provide them with somewhere to stay and feel safe until the incident has passed. By stating “I need 
an Ally” this also gives people an opportunity to ask for help without disclosing their personal 
status if they do not wish to, but still communicating the need for help. All schools in the area will 
clearly communicate the scheme, and we will promote the scheme outside of education as well. 


